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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
__________________________________________  
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,  
 

Plaintiff,        File 2:73-CV-26  
 
and          Hon. Paul L. Maloney  
 
BAY MILLS INDIAN COMMUNITY, SAULT  
STE. MARIE TRIBE OF CHIPPEWA INDIANS,  
GRAND TRAVERSE BAND OF OTTAWA AND  
CHIPPEWA INDIANS, LITTLE RIVER BAND OF  
OTTAWA INDIANS, and LITTLE TRAVERSE BAY  
BANDS OF ODAWA INDIANS,  
 

Plaintiff-Intervenors,  
 
vs.  
  
STATE OF MICHIGAN, et al.,  
 

Defendants,  
 

 

THE UNITED STATES, BAY MILLS INDIAN COMMUNITY, LITTLE RIVER BAND 
OF OTTAWA INDIANS, AND LITTLE TRAVERSE BAY BANDS OF ODAWA 

INDIANS’ RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO THE SAULT STE. MARIE TRIBE OF 
CHIPPEWA INDIANS’ MOTION TO RECONSIDER [THE] ORDER INDEFINITELY 

EXTENDING THE 2000 GREAT LAKES FISHING CONSENT DECREE 
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INTRODUCTION  

The United States, Bay Mills Indian Community (“Bay Mills”), Little River Band of 

Ottawa Indians (“Little River”), and Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians (“Little 

Traverse”) hereby respond to the Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians’ (“Sault Tribe”) 

Motion to Reconsider [the] Order Indefinitely Extending the 2000 Great Lakes Fishing Consent 

Decree (“Motion”).  

On November 14, 2022, the United States, the State of Michigan (“State”), Bay Mills, 

Little River, Little Traverse, and the Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians 

(“Grand Traverse”) moved this Court to extend the Great Lakes Fishing Consent Decree (“2000 

Decree”) until the entry of a successor decree. ECF 1458, PageID.3126; ECF 2025, 

PageID.12013. This Court granted that motion, amending the 2000 Decree to “not expire until all 

objections to a proposed successor decree have been adjudicated.” ECF 2027, PageID.12022.  

On December 12, 2022, the Sault Tribe filed its Motion, seeking relief under Western 

District of Michigan Local Civil Rule 7.4 (“Local Rule 7.4”) and Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure, Rule 59(e) (“Rule 59(e)”). ECF 2047, PageID.12369. The Sault Tribe argues this 

Court lacked authority to “indefinitely extend the Decree” and ruled without following “the 

required procedure” for amending consent decrees. ECF 2046, PageID.12360–61. The Court 

allowed the parties to respond by February 10, 2023. See ECF 2059, PageID.12492. 

The Sault Tribe fails to meet its heavy burden for reconsideration, and the Court should 

deny the Motion. 

BACKGROUND  

In 2019, the parties began negotiating a successor decree to replace the 2000 Decree, 

which was set to expire on August 8, 2020. ECF 1880, PageID.10669. When it became apparent 
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in June 2020 that a successor decree would not be implemented before the 2000 Decree’s 

expiration date, the parties relied on the Court’s continuing jurisdiction to request an extension of  

the 2000 Decree. See ECF 1879; ECF 1882; ECF 1883, PageID.10683–85. Six of the parties 

requested an extension until December 31, 2020, ECF 1879, PageID.10664, while the Sault 

Tribe only requested until November 6, 2020, ECF 1883, PageID.10685.  

In addition to claiming the shorter timeframe was more appropriate, the Sault Tribe 

argued an extension without unanimous tribal consent would be improper. ECF 1883, 

PageID.10688; ECF 1887, PageID.10767–68. The Sault Tribe reasoned that, absent the inter-

tribal agreement in the 2000 Decree to continue exclusive fishing zones, the zones “are not 

legally permissible” and, therefore, “exclusive zones cannot be imposed on the tribes absent their 

consent.” The Sault Tribe stated that it “[would] not consent to the continued existence of 

exclusive zones” were the Court to extend the 2000 Decree past November 6, 2020. ECF 1883, 

PageID.10692, 10688; see also ECF 1882, PageID.10677–78. 

This Court denied the Sault Tribe’s motion and granted the longer extension. ECF 1892, 

PageID.10818 [hereinafter “July 2020 Order”]. Based partially on the law of the case, this Court 

found that “unanimous consent is not necessary to extend a consent decree,” and an extension 

was necessary to preserve the purpose of the parties’ agreement and avoid a regulatory gap 

before entering a successor decree.  ECF 1892, PageID.10819, 10822. It further found the Sault 

Tribe “[had] not presented any proof that they would be harmed by the continuation of the 

exclusive zones.” ECF 1892, PageID.10823.  

The Sault Tribe did not subsequently move to alter, amend, or reconsider that order. 

Instead, between July 2020 and September 2022, the Sault Tribe joined the parties seeking 

additional extensions. ECF 1901, PageID.10836 (unopposed motion to extend); ECF 1909, 
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PageID.10850 (unopposed motion to extend); ECF 1941, PageID.10899 (joint motion to extend); 

ECF 1944, PageID.10908 (Sault Tribe’s withdrawal of opposition, agreeing to extend). Each 

motion stated an extension was necessary to support ongoing negotiations, with the goal of 

presenting a successor decree to this Court.  

In September 2022, the parties once again requested an extension. The Sault Tribe asked 

for a December 29, 2022, deadline, ECF 2006, PageID.11926, while the other parties requested 

only until November 14, 2022. ECF 2009, PageID.11933. This Court granted the latter motion, 

leaving the Sault Tribe’s motion pending. ECF 2014, PageID.11958.  

On November 14, 2022, all the parties but the Sault Tribe jointly filed a motion to extend 

the 2000 Decree until the Court adjudicates objections to the proposed successor decree and 

entered a final decree.1 ECF 2025, PageID.12015. This Court granted the motion, understanding 

these parties were close to reaching an agreement on a successor decree. ECF 2027, 

PageID.12020. The Court also ordered a status conference to establish deadlines for the next 

steps and dismissed as moot the Sault Tribes’ pending Motion to Extend. ECF 2027, Page.12022. 

The Sault Tribe subsequently filed this Motion to Reconsider, ECF 2046, PageID.12360.  

ARGUMENT 
 

 The Court should deny the Sault Tribe’s motion. The Sault Tribe claims “no legal 

authority permits” this Court to extend a consent decree over any party’s objection, especially 

when the objecting party is a sovereign. ECF 2047, PageID.12369–70. It argues the extension 

“vitiates the contractual agreement that formed the basis of the Consent Decree.” ECF 2047, 

PageID.12370. The Sault Tribe also raises a procedural argument, claiming the Court erred by 

 

1 Pursuant to Western District of Michigan Local Civil Rule 7.1(d), counsel for the United States 
invited the Sault Tribe to join the motion; it declined. ECF 2026, PageID.12018.  
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granting a “bare-bones motion” that failed to “meet the rigorous standard” for modification of 

consent decrees.2 ECF 2047, PageID.12370.  

The Motion fails to meet the standards for reconsideration under Local Rule 7.4 or Rule 

59(e) as it relitigates already decided issues, fails to prove there has been a clear error of law, 

does not identify a manifest injustice that reconsideration would prevent, and ignores this Court’s 

essential role in protecting the shared common fishery, which would be jeopardized were the 

2000 Decree not extended until a new system of regulation and allocation is put in place. 

I. The Motion improperly raises issues already decided, fails to identify any palpable 
defects in the Court’s order, and does not show that a different disposition is 
warranted.  

Under Local Rule 7.4, a reconsideration motion must “demonstrate a palpable defect by 

which the Court and the parties have been misled, [and] show a different disposition of the case 

must result from a correction thereof.’” Evanston Ins. Co. v. Cogswell Props., LLC, 683 F.3d 

684, 691–92 (6th Cir. 2012) (quoting W.D. Mich. LCivR 7.4(a)). Motions that “merely present 

the same issue ruled upon by the Court shall not be granted.” Id. Here, the Court should deny the 

Sault Tribe’s Motion because it raises already litigated issues and fails to identify any palpable 

defect that misled the Court that would necessitate a different disposition.  

 

2 The Motion also argues the 2000 Decree “is no longer valid or binding on the Sault Tribe” and 
relies on case law that outlines the standards for relief under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure, 
Rule 60(b). ECF 2047, PageID.12378–12381. Rule 60(b) is inapplicable here because this 
Motion to Reconsider is not a Motion to Vacate. ECF 2047, PageID.12382. A Rule 60(b) motion 
rests on entirely different legal standards than reconsideration and asks for relief from a court 
order. Fed.R.Civ.P 60(b). Because the standards to vacate under Rule 60(b) are distinct from the 
standards to reconsider under Local Rule 7.4 and Rule 59(e), the Court need not address any 
Rule 60(b) analysis, and this response does not address the Sault Tribe’s arguments that relate to 
Rule 60(b).  
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When the Sault Tribe moved the Court to extend the 2000 Decree in June 2020, it first 

argued the Court could only do so with the parties’ unanimous consent, ECF 1883, 

PageID.10688; ECF 1887, PageID.10767, 10771, claiming that without the Sault Tribe’s 

consent, certain provisions would be unenforceable against the Sault Tribe. ECF 1887, 

PageID.10770–71.  

The Court rejected these arguments. ECF 1892, PageID.10822. This Court found that, 

based on the case law and the law of the case, “unanimous consent is not necessary” and 

extended the 2000 Decree through the end of 2020, notwithstanding the Sault Tribe’s opposition. 

Id. (citing Vanguards of Cleveland v. City of Cleveland, 23 F.3d 1013, 1018 (6th Cir. 1994) and 

United States v. Michigan, 12 I.L.R. 3079 (W.D. Mich. May 31, 1985)). The Sault Tribe did not 

seek reconsideration and subsequently joined or did not oppose additional motions to extend, 

which mirrored the July 2020 motion. ECF 1901, PageID.10836; ECF 1909, PageID.10850; ECF 

1941, PageID.10899; ECF 2009, PageID.11931.  

The November 2022 Motion mimicked those previous motions to extend. See ECF 2025, 

PageID.12013. As it had done in the past, the Court granted that motion. ECF 2027, 

PageID.12020.  Instead of including a specific expiration date in the Order granting the 

November 2022 Motion, the Court temporarily extended the 2000 Decree with the expectation 

that a proposed decree would be submitted and that the Court would resolve objections shortly 

thereafter. Id.   

The Sault Tribe now challenges that November 2022 Order, claiming the motion misled 

the Court. ECF 2047, PageID.12370. It argues that had the motion been properly briefed, the 

Court would have denied the extension because there was not unanimous consent. ECF 2047, 

PageID.12382. These arguments ignore this Court’s continuing jurisdiction and prior practice, 
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incorrectly claiming that this Court lacks authority to extend a decree without unanimous 

consent. 

The November 2022 motion mentioned, but did not discuss, the Sault Tribe’s opposition 

because the Court had already established that unanimity was not required. Nor did the motion 

provide an in-depth analysis of the standards for extending a decree because those issues, too, 

had already been resolved. As the Sault Tribe acknowledges, extension is appropriate when 

“enforcement of the decree without modification would be detrimental to the public interest,” 

ECF 2047, Page.ID12373 (citing Rufo v. Inmates of Suffolk Cnty. Jail, 502 U.S. 367, 384 

(1992)); accord Vanguards, 23 F.3d 1019. The November 2022 motion expressly asserted that 

“[t]emporarily extending the Decree will prevent a regulatory gap from forming between the 

expiration date and the ratification of the successor decree, protecting the fishery resource in the 

interim.”  ECF 2025, PageID.12015.  Preventing regulatory gaps is in the public interest, and the 

motion explained why the extension was suitably tailored to the circumstances.3 Id.  

Even if the November 2022 motion were palpably defective, the Court plainly was not 

misled. Through two years of motions practice this Court has delved into the facts of the case, 

legal arguments, and impacts of a potential regulatory gap. There is no credible basis to claim the 

motion misled the Court, as need for reconsideration to be granted. See Evanston Ins. Co., 683 

F.3d at 691–92.  

Similarly, reconsideration would not lead to a different disposition. Under the law-of-the-

case doctrine, issues “presented a second time in the same case in the same court should lead to 

 

3 As discussed infra, this Court has found the risk of a regulatory gap to satisfy the “changed 
circumstance” requirement and in the public interest to avoid. E.g., ECF 2027, PageID.12020 
(finding “that another extension of the Consent Decree is necessary to protect the natural 
resources, subject thereto among additional negative consequences”). 
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the same result.” Howe v. City of Akron, 801 F.3d 718, 739 (6th Cir. 2015) (quoting Sherley v. 

Sebelius, 689 F.3d 776, 780 (D.C. Cir. 2012)); see also Arizona v. California, 460 U.S. 605, 618 

(1983) (“when a court decides upon a rule of law, that decision should continue to govern the 

same issues in subsequent stages in the same case”). Here, the Sault Tribe’s Motion presents 

issues that the Court previously ruled insufficient to deny an extension. Had the parties provided 

additional briefing on those issues, the Court, applying the law of the case, would have reached 

the same conclusion it reached in July 2020. Any collateral attack on the Court’s July 2020 

Opinion today is untimely and inappropriate.  

Further, even if the Court were to analyze the Sault Tribe’s arguments without 

considering its July 2020 Order, the arguments still lack merit. Allowing the 2000 Decree to 

expire without a successor decree would create a regulatory gap, jeopardizing fish populations 

and infringing the parties’ rights to the fishery. Such a lapse has not occurred since the 1970s and 

would constitute a change of circumstance and a threat to the public interest. See ECF 2027, 

PageID.12020. Extending the 2000 Decree until a successor decree can be adjudicated is a 

suitable remedy, necessary to protect the public interest and interests of the parties. 

Because the Sault Tribe’s Motion improperly raises arguments that have already been 

decided, fails to identify palpable defects in the November 2022 Motion or the Court’s order, and 

fails to show that a different disposition is required, the Court should deny the Motion. 

II. The Court did not misapply the law and the temporary extension does not create a 
manifest injustice.  
 
A Rule 59(e) motion “may be granted if there is a clear error of law, newly discovered 

evidence, an intervening change in controlling law, or to prevent manifest injustice.” GenCorp, 

Inc. v. Am. Int’l. Underwriters, 178 F.3d 804, 834 (6th Cir. 1999) (internal citations omitted). “A 

motion under Rule 59(e) is not an opportunity to re-argue a case . . . .” Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of 
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Chippewa Indians v. Engler, 146 F.3d 367, 374 (6th Cir. 1998) (quoting FDIC v. World Univ. 

Inc., 978 F.2d 10, 16 (1st Cir. 1992)). 

The Sault Tribe argues this Court committed a clear error of law by temporarily 

extending the 2000 Decree and reconsideration of the Order is necessary to prevent a manifest 

injustice. ECF 2047, PageID.12382. These arguments lack merit. 

A. The temporary extension is a suitably tailored solution to the changed 
circumstances.  

 
The Sault Tribe argues the Court committed a clear error of law because the extension 

changes “[t]heir specific bargain” of only being bound for a specific time. ECF 2047, 

PageID.12374. It argues this extension is unprecedented, “wreaks havoc on that bargain[,] and 

deprives [the] Sault Tribe of the benefit of its bargain.” ECF 2047, PageID.12376. But these 

arguments mischaracterize the extension and cited case law that is distinguishable from this case. 

By focusing on the Court’s use of “indefinite,” the Sault Tribe mischaracterizes the 

Court’s Order as subjecting the Tribe to the 2000 Decree “forever.” ECF 2047, PageID.12374. It 

argues that the 2000 Decree’s expiration date “is clear and unambiguous,” so an indefinite 

extension contradicts the parties’ agreement. Id. This argument is not credible. By the Order’s 

plain language, the extension is not permanent. ECF 2027, PageID.12022. The 2000 Decree will 

remain in place only “until all objections to a proposed successor decree have been 

adjudicated.”4 Id. After the Court issued this Order, six of the seven parties presented a 

 

4 This approach reflects the Court’s decades-long commitment to prevent regulatory lapses 
pending adjudication of successor decrees. See, e.g. United States v. Michigan, 712 F.2d 242 (6th 
Cir. 1983) (upholding this Court’s decision to mandate regulations during the pendency of the 
appeal); ECF 1441, PageID.3355 (ordering parties to “abide by the terms of the Court’s 1985 
Decree” and tribal regulations if a successor decree was not implemented before the 1985 Decree 
expired); e.g, ECF 1892, PageID.10821 (extending the 2000 Decree, as “the court is extremely 
concerned with allowing the Decree to expire and leaving a regulatory gap”).  
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Stipulation and Proposed Order to the Court. ECF 2042, PageID.12161. The Court then 

established a briefing schedule to address the objections to that proposal, based on input from the 

parties. ECF 2053, PageID.12395. By April 17, 2023, all objections and responses to those 

objections will be before the Court, allowing the Court to rule expeditiously. Id.; ECF 1986, 

PageID.11761. The extension is, by its terms, cabined and suitably tailored to the situation.  

In addition to claiming the extension’s timeframe is improper, the Sault Tribe argues that 

such an extension is unprecedented under relevant case law. ECF 2047, PageID.12374–77 (citing 

Ne.t Ohio Coal. for the Homeless v. Husted, Case No. 2:06-CV-896, 2017 WL 1531811 (S.D. 

Ohio Apr. 28, 2017) and E.E.O.C. v. Local 40, 76 F.3d 76 (2d. Cir. 1996)). It claims that federal 

courts routinely reject petitions to extend decrees years past their expiration date unless there has 

been significant noncompliance with the decree’s terms. ECF 2047, PageID.12374–78. The 

cases cited, however, are readily distinguishable from the present case. Indeed, contrary to the 

Sault Tribe’s Motion, the case law supports the Court’s extension.  

Relying on Homeless v. Husted and E.E.O.C. v. Local 40, ECF 2047, PageID.12375, the 

Sault Tribe argues that “[e]xtending a Consent Decree from three, to seven, to fifteen years 

wreaks havoc” on the parties’ bargain. ECF 2047, PageID.12375 (quoting Husted, at *10–12). 

The Sault Tribe fails to mention that in Husted, the issue involved a second motion to extend a 

decree for another nine years, which the court denied.  But it had previously extended the decree 

for three years, over a party’s objections. The court denied the second, longer extension because 

no factual circumstances justified it. Similarly, in Local 40, the Second Circuit held that, based 

on the specific terms of the contested decree, the district court lacked jurisdiction to modify the 

decree that had expired twelve years prior. 76 F.3d at 80–81 (explaining decrees are “factually 
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distinguishable” and the decree at issue had unambiguous expiration terms and no continuing 

jurisdiction clause).   

Both Husted and Local 40 are inapposite. The 2000 Decree has not expired, the Sault 

Tribe has previously agreed to extensions up through December 31, 2022, and factual 

circumstances justify the Court’s narrowly tailored, temporary extension pending adjudication of 

a successor decree.  

The other cases cited by the Sault Tribe are similarly inapplicable. The Sault Tribe claims 

that “it is unprecedented to extend [the 2000 Decree] without lack of compliance,” ECF 2047, 

PageID.12377, and cites a handful of cases in which federal courts extended a decree when a 

party was significantly out of compliance with the decree or when the decree’s goals had not 

been met. ECF 2047, PageID.12376–77 (citing Vanguards, 23 F.3d 1013; Thompson v. HUD, 

404 F.3d 821 (4th Cir. 2005); David C. v. Leavitt, 242 F.3d 1206 (10th Cir. 2001)).  

Here, the decision to extend the 2000 Decree does not depend on whether parties are 

complying. Rather, as this Court noted in July 2020, an extension is appropriate when there has 

been a change of circumstances and the modification is suitably tailored to those circumstances. 

ECF 1892, PageID.18020 (citing Rufo, 502 U.S. at 383; United States v. United Shoe Mach. 

Corp., 391 U.S. 244 (1968); Chrysler Corp v. United States, 316 U.S. 556 (1942)). When 

enforcement of a decree without modification would be “detrimental to the public interest,” a 

limited modification is necessary.5 Vanguards, 23 F.3d at 1018. 

 

5 “Federal consent decrees, by their nature, are . . . more than just contractual arrangements 
between litigants”: they “are judicially enforceable orders that draw upon the district court’s 
authority to provide the parties with both equitable and legal remedies.” Evoqua Water Techs., 
LLC v. M.W. Watermark, LLC, 940 F.3d 222, 237 (6th Cir. 2019) (J. Bush, concurring) (citing 
Rufo, 502 U.S. 367) (other citations omitted). The Court has a duty to “protect the integrity of the 
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Here, this Court has found that letting the 2000 Decree expire without a new regulatory 

framework would be detrimental to the public interest and would “more than upset” the parties’ 

agreement. ECF 1892, PageID.10822. As such, the Court fashioned a suitably tailored 

modification, which temporarily extended the 2000 Decree for the discrete purpose of 

negotiating a successor framework. ECF 1892, PageID.10824. The Court stated that, “[s]hould 

the ongoing negotiations lead the parties to believe that a further extension is necessary, they are 

free to request that extension.” ECF 1892, PageID.10824.  

In the subsequent motions to extend, the extension was sought to protect the fishery by 

preventing a regulatory gap between the expiration of the 2000 Decree and entry of a successor 

decree. Each extension was tailored to give the parties additional time to negotiate, see ECF 

2006, PageID.11926 (Sault Tribe’s motion to extend the 2000 Decree until December 29, 2022), 

or provide the Court time to adjudicate objections to a proposed successor Decree, ECF 2025, 

PageID.12015.  

The Court has appropriately found that a temporary extension was necessary and 

permissible under the law. ECF 2027, Page.12022. Thus, there is no basis for reconsideration 

under Rule 59(e). 

B. Extending the 2000 Decree pending adjudications does not create a manifest 
injustice. 

Finally, the Sault Tribe argues the Court’s Order creates a manifest injustice by extending 

the 2000 Decree “forever,” thereby “depriving the Sault Tribe of its treaty rights!” ECF 2047, 

PageID.12373. According to the Sault Tribe, the 2000 Decree has “imposed significant 

 

decree,” by exercising its equitable powers. See Williams v. Vukovich, 720 F.2d 909, 920 (6th 
Cir. 1983) (describing contours of federal court power over consent decrees). 
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restrictions on Sault Tribes’ treaty rights for more than 20 years.” ECF 2047, PageID.12378. As 

a result, extending the 2000 Decree until the adjudication of a successor decree unjustly restricts 

their treaty rights in violation of “the benefit of its bargain.”6  ECF 2047, PageID.12376. The 

Sault Tribe asks this Court to reconsider its Order as applied to the Sault Tribe, leaving the 2000 

Decree enforceable only against the State and other Tribes. ECF 2047, PageID.12382.  

The Sault Tribe’s argument ignores the fact that it agreed to the 2000 Decree and, as a 

result, cannot now claim the 2000 Decree imposed a legal burden with the only benefit being the 

twenty-year expiration date. That claim ignores the history of the case, which shows the parties 

carefully drafted the 2000 Decree and prior decrees to support the five Tribes’ treaty right to a 

complex, shared resource. See Exhibit A, Order, United States v. Michigan, M26-73 C.A., at 2 

(W.D. Mich. Mar. 19, 1982); ECF 1890-1, PageID.10796; ECF 1458, PageID.3216; ECF 1892, 

PageID.10823 (reaffirming that an allocation framework “provides for greater availability and 

predictability, greater harvest for treaty fishers, without the obvious social conflict, early 

closures, [and] ineffective enforcement and management”). The 2000 Decree preserves the 

Tribes’ treaty rights by ensuring the tribes can fish in areas without competition from state 

 

6 The Sault Tribe attached a map titled “Consent Decree Restrictions in the 1836 Treaty Waters” 
to support this assertion. ECF 20147, PageID.12384 (Exhibit 1). The legend on this map is not 
legible, making it unclear what it depicts; nor does the Motion explain how the map supports the 
contention that the Sault Tribe’s treaty rights have been restricted. See id. In July 2020, the Sault 
Tribe raised a similar argument and attached two declarations for support. ECF 1887, 
PageID.10767; ECF 1888, PageID.10776; ECF 1889, PageID.10779. There, the Court found the 
Sault Tribe had not “presented any proof that they will be harmed by continuation [of the 2000 
Decree]” and therefore had “not met the burden of proof” necessary to exempt the Sault Tribe 
from any of the 2000 Decree’s provisions. ECF 1892, PageID.10823. Here, the Sault Tribe also 
failed to demonstrate that the 2000 Decree has or will restrict its treaty rights. Nor can it remedy 
those omissions on reply.  See, e.g., United States v. Myers, 1:14-CR-172, 2021 WL 2980498, at 
*16 (W.D. Mich. July 15, 2021) (Maloney, J.) (“issues adverted to in a perfunctory manner, 
unaccompanied by some effort at developed argumentation, are deemed waived” (citation 
omitted)). 
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commercial fishermen in certain zones and seasons, by funding tribal programs, and by equitably 

limiting the State’s share of the harvest. See ECF 1458, PageID.3216. The initial twenty-year 

term was only one part of the bargain.  

The 2000 Decree is a mutually beneficial agreement, reached through “extensive 

mediated negotiations” that resolved “differences concerning allocation, management, and 

regulation of fishing in the 1836 Treaty waters.” ECF 1457, PageID.34401–02. As this Court 

noted in July 2020, if it allowed the 2000 Decree to expire “without a successor agreement, the 

basic agreement between the parties is more than upset; it is nonexistent.” ECF 1892, 

PageID.10822. It follows that extending the 2000 Decree to all the parties except the Sault Tribe, 

as the Sault Tribe requests, would ignore that it has a shared right to a common resource, such 

that constraining only some right-holders would both undermine the basic agreements among the 

parties and jeopardize the common resource.  

As such, reconsidering the Order would not prevent a manifest injustice but instead 

would likely create one. The Sault Tribe’s Motion ignores the practical reality that the fishery is 

a finite resource shared by multiple sovereigns. Were the 2000 Decree to expire without a 

successor decree in place or not apply to the Sault Tribe, the fishery would almost certainly 

become a racehorse fishery, jeopardizing the exercise of treaty rights and the fish population. In 

short, it would put the fishery and the parties back to the 1980s when the parties struggled to 

share the fishery following the Fox Decision. See ECF 1890-1, PageID.10804–05. To avoid this 

situation, the Court properly created a suitably tailored remedy by temporarily extending the 

2000 Decree.  

As reconsideration of the Order would not prevent a manifest injustice, the Court should 

reject the Sault Tribe’s arguments under Rule 59(e).  
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CONCLUSION 

The Sault Tribe has failed to demonstrate that reconsideration is warranted under Local 

Civil Rule 7.4 or Rule 59(e). Thus, the undersigned parties respectfully request this Court deny 

the Sault Tribe’s Motion to Reconsider [the] Order Indefinitely Extending the 2000 Great Lakes 

Fishing Consent Decree.  

 
Respectfully Submitted,  
 
 
 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

 
Dated: February 10, 2023 /s/ Marisa Hazell    

Marisa Hazell 
Laura Boyer 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Indian Resources Section 
Environment-Natural Resources Div. 
P.O. Box 7611 
Ben Franklin Station 
Washington, DC 20044 
(202) 532-3055 
 
 

 Ryan D. Cobb 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
330 Ionia N.W., Room 501 
Grand Rapids, MI  49503 
(616) 456-2404 
 
 

 BAY MILLS INDIAN COMMUNITY 
 

Dated: February 10, 2023 /s/ Kathryn L. Tierney  
Kathryn L. Tierney  
Rebecca Liebing  
12140 W. Lakeshore Drive  
Brimley, MI 49715  
(906) 248-3241 
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 LITTLE RIVER BAND OF OTTAWA INDIANS 
 

Dated: February 10, 2023 /s/ David A. Giampetroni                
David A. Giampetroni  
Kanji & Katzen PLLC  
303 Detroit St., Ste. 400  
Ann Arbor, MI 48104  
(734) 769-5400  
 
Elise McGowan-Cuellar  
2608 Government Center Drive  
Manistee, MI 49660  
(231) 398-6821 
 
 

 LITTLE TRAVERSE BAY BANDS OF ODAWA 
INDIANS 
 

Dated: February 10, 2023 /s/ James A. Bransky  
James A. Bransky  
9393 Lake Leelanau Dr.  
Traverse City, MI 49684  
(231) 946-5241 
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE WITH LCivR 7.3(b) 

I hereby certify that this Response in Opposition is drafted in compliance LCivR 7.3(b). 

This Response in Opposition is 4,202 words and was prepared using Microsoft Word and its 

word count function.  

 

Respectfully Submitted,  

         
 

Dated: February 10, 2023 /s/ Marisa Hazell     
Marisa Hazell 
Laura Boyer 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Indian Resources Section 
Environment-Natural Resources Div. 
P.O. Box 7611 
Ben Franklin Station 
Washington, DC 20044 
(202) 532-3055 
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